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Tunnel measurements havt shown that up to nt'lcnst M = 0.75 
the loss in total head on a Venturi-shrouded pitot was less than O.$ for 
incidences of up to about 40'. This compares nith a limit of 9o at 
M = 0.7 to 0.85 for 0.5% loss on ths pitot section of a standard 
&P:.VIIIA instrument and 17" at M = 0.7 to 0.9 on the small,prt,ot 
heads in general use in the N.P.L. High Speed Tunnels. 

The corresponding incidence limit for the static side of the 
Uc.VIIIA instrument was about 7', compared with 5', for the standard 
tunnel static tube. 

Introduction 

At the rqucst of the A. 6c A.E.E., Boscombe Down, some brief 
tests were undertaken in the 20" x 8" N.P.L. Iiigh Speed Tunnel to 
measure the effect of incidence at compressibility speeds on a full-size 
venturi pitot tube and a Mk.VIIIk pitot-static head. In addition the 
mm11 pltot and stntio tubes normally used in the tunnel were tested on 
the some rig. 

Experimental Dctoild 

Diagrommo and prinoipal dimcnnions of the four tubes tested are 
given in Fig.1. 

The venturi pltot tube and the i~&!c.VIIi2.t pitot-static head are' 
standard full-siee instruments supplied for test byp‘the A; & A.E.E.; 
the small pitot and static tube s are those generally used for exploration 
in the tunnel. All instruments wr‘t mounted in the centre of the tunnel 
on a strut passing through o bush in the tunnel ~11. The angle of incidence 
was varied by rotating the strut and was mczsurcd by an inclinometer. 
Pressure measurements were madt on a water manonetor, the instrument total 
head being read against the total head in the tunnel intake and the statio 
pressure against a hole in the tunnel wall opposite the model static holes. 
The reading of the wall hole appeared to be indcpendcnt of the model 
incidence at-all Mach numbers tested. 

The/ 

--- 
------------------------,----------------------~----------------------------- 

+ The only differenoc between the Mk.VI1I.k nnd I&.VIIIB heads is that they 
have 12 ond 24 volt heating elements reapectivcly. The present results 
therefore are equally op~liooblc to the latter tyI'e. 
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The flenble walls of the tunne$ were set to give at each 
Mmoh number constant pressure along the tunnel in the absence of the model. 
In reducing the observations no allowance was made for the constraining 
effect of the walls either on free-stream !&oh number or on the pressure 
field around the model. In the former case >relrwnary measurements 
suggested that the error in Mach number was negligible; the latter effect, 
although difficult to estimate accurately, \)aS 3lSc ocnsidersd small 
enough to be neglected for the present range of testing. Further, previous 
explorations have shown that the varratron of total head and static 
pressure In the working section near the model pcslt;ons is small enough 
to be ignored. 

The venturi pitot head is anrcpen-ended tube 0.18 in. external 
diameter pcintlng up stream and fixed along the axis of a venturi-shaped shroud. 
The method of mcuntlng (similar m this c&e to that employed on an aircraft) 
proved quite rigid, but at speeds above k = 0.6 the measuring tube 
vibrated badly without however apparently affecting the readings. The 
maximum usable angle of incidence was determined by the tunnel blowing 
pressure, which became unduly high at large angles of attack. 

The Mk.VIIIA pitct-static head nas fitted to the end of a 
tubular sting and secured to the suppcrtlng Strut by means of an 
adJustable sleeve. The static slots were positioned so that two of the six 
were in the plans of rotation. When measuring total head wth this model 
it was found that the distance between the leading edge of the strut and 
the pitot crlfioe was unlmpcrtant in the present oases, but rt was thought 
dasrrable to choose the maximum possible distance (16.9 in. cr 20 tube 
diameters), from the strut to the static slots. This length of sting 
restricted the moxrmum angle of incidence to nbout 20'. NC reliable 
readings at incidence could be cbtalned for I&ah numbers above 0.84 due to 
choking of the tunnel downstream from the model position. Throughout the 
tests the leak hole between the pitot and static sides, provided for 
drainage purposes, was sealed, and the electric heater disconnected. 

For the same reasons, the maximum angle of incidence and Mach 
number for the tunnel pitot and static tubes were about 30' and 0.90 
respectively. In addrtrcn, the limiting angle was further reduced by . 
the angular deflection of the tube and supwrt under load at the higher 
Mach numbers but this amounted to less than a degree for lncidences smaller 
than 20'. During the tests on the static tubs two of the four static holes 
were in the plane of rotation. 

Results 

Ihe experimental results for a range of Mach number are plotted 
In Figs. 2(a) to (h)+ as a proportion of the true total head (Ho) or wall 
Static pressure (P,). 

(a) Venturi Pitot Tube 

It is immediately apparent that at incidence up to the highest 
speed at which a comparison can be made (N = 0.75) the venturi pitot 
tube is far less sensltrve to incidence than either the hik VIIIA or the 
small tunnel pItOt. For example at a Mach number of 0.75 the latter two 
instruments read 0.s low at a = Y0 and 17' respectively, whilst the 
venturi still measures full total head even at 40' incidence. At lower 
Mach numbers, the increase in rangeis even mcro StrikinE. 

A/ 
_-_-------- ____________________-------------------------------------------- 
+ Only the results at positive incrdenoes are given, although extensive 

observations mere taken of negative angles to chock the symmetry of the 
curves. Except for some of the static rendingc, this was extremely good* 
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A venturi attachment to a" ordinary total head tube has been 
tested I" Germany2 nt low speeds; a comparison with the present results 
(Pig.3) suggests that the British instrument has a slightly greater range. 

(b) Mk VIIIA "itot-staticHead 

From the resultn given in Fig.2, the percentage error in the 
measurement of the free-stream velocity can be worked out; this is done 
in Fig.4, which shows that for most of the present test range the error 
is under I$ and is probably "egllgible up to incidences of about IO'. 
Pkg.5 gives the variation with Mach number of tunnel free-stream vcloaty, 
sonic speed and Reynolds number per inch of nodal. 

The percentage error in the measurment of dynamic pressure is 
plotted for various Mach numbers against incidence in Plg.6, the curves 
being of similar shape to those in Fig.4. AS a comparison the low speed 
curve estimated by Yates and Bigp3 for their Proposed standard head is 
shown and agreement between this and the results obtained at M = 0.4 1s 
quite good, despite nunor differences in design. 

A comparison of the present results at zero incidence with 
those obtolned ear-lie& I" the same tunnel on another full-scale 
Mk VIIIA pitot-static head, shows a similar trend with increasing Mach 
number, but the opposite sign for the error p, - p, at the lower 
speeds. The reason for this is not clear but may be due to differences 
in the method of support, to change of tunnel characteristics in the 
seven years between the tests, or to inherent differences r" the two 
instruments. 

(c) Tunnel Pitot and Static Tubes 

The curves give" in Fig.2 show that the tunnel pitot reads 
full total head at inoidences up to about 9" for the Kach number range 
between 0.4 and 0.9. Above V", the instrument reads less than total head, 
but the rate of decrease of the ratio HI/Ho is much smaller than that 
measured on the Mk.VIIIA head. This may be due to the dzsparity s" 
model size and shape but hlerrion and Spauldingb found at low speeds that 
sensltlvlty to incidence decreased as the ratlo of orifice diameter to 
external tube diameter increased; for the X% VIII:. and tunnel pitots these 
ratios ore 0.29 and 0.53 respectively. 

The tunnel stctio tube is generally pore sensitive to incidence 
than the hlk VIIIA instrument, and has little or no range where the ratio 
PI/P, is unity. For the higher Mach numbers (when the incidence 1s zero) 
the tube reads a static pressure greater than that on the tunnel wall. 
Though a comparison is difficult, a sinrlor trend was observed by Walchner 

6 

in 1938 during his tests on a Prandtl tube. lhie ruse in the ratio 
p /Pw 

I 
with increasing Nach number was nttributcd in Reference 4 to the 

e feet of the support. 

Cenernl Remarks and Conclusions 

When the incidence required for the mstruuent reading to fall 
to 0.995 H or 0.995 p is plotted against Mach number (as in Fig.7(8) and 
(b)), the &'fect of inzreasing the biach number beyond about 0.7 1s seen to 
be sn~ll; L&O~J this value, the angle lnoreases %,ith a decrease in Mach 
number. Four of the five sets of readings have curves Of this type but for 

the/ 
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the venturi pitot it can only bc inferred from the available results due 
to the high incidence required to produce this loss in total head. The 
figure further emphasises the superiority of the l&ter instrument. 

As noted earlier, the tunnel pitot hos less sensitivity to 
incidence than the Mk.VIIIA pitot for the whole MnGh number range; the 
reverse is true for the corresponding static results, !Phe resulting error 
in either velocity or dynamic pressure when both components of the 
Mk.VIIIA pit&-static head are considered is fairly small even up to 
angles of IO'. 

For the tests to be continued to higher speeds, it is obvious 
that smaller models of the flight instruments would be required, though 
it is possible that the results for the Ivk.VIII."~ head could be 
extrapolated to about M = 0.9 without serious error. In the case of the 
venturi pito; extrapolation from the present data is both difficult 
and undesirable and it is hoped that the manufacture and test of a smaller 
instrument will be possible later. 

List/ 
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Lxst of Symbols 

Ho 

HI 

*w 

PI 

Eil 

v 

6V 

&PV 
2 

S(3PV2) 

a 

Free stream total head es measured in 
the tunnel Intake (almost equal to 
atmospheric pressure), 

l'otol head measured by the instrument. 

Static pressure ot the tunnel wall zxosurcd 
by a hole directly opposite the model static 
holes or slots. 

Stntic pressure nieasured by the mntrument. 

Free stream LIuch number based on Ho - p2 , 
where p 

z 
1s the pressure at the tunnel 

speed ho e upstre&? of' the model and nearly 
equal to pm in every case. 

Free strcem vcloolty based on Ho and p,. 

Difference between velocity measured by 
wstrumbnt rind V(i.e. V 

1 
- V). 

Free stream dynamic pressure bastd on 
HO S-Id Pg 

Difference between dynamro pressure m9nsured2 
by znstrument and $JV* (i.e, &,V; - $pV ). 

Angle of incidence of instrument. 

References/ 
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FIGS 2g.h a3 

FIG 2 

Rasults of Tasts on Pitot and 5tat1c Tubes at Inctdence 
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FIG b 

Proposed Standard 
Head (Ref 3) tested 
in pitch at low speeds 

Errors In y2 QV’ due to Incidence of Mk m A Pitot- Static 
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